
AERIAL INTENSIVE WEEKEND  10th-12th April 2015

FRIDAY 10TH APRIL 2015

Time Session Choices Teacher No. of spaces

10-11am OPTION 1: Conditioning Kim Charnock n/a

OPTION 2: Ashhtanga Yoga Rebecca Hannah n/a

11-12.30pm OPTION 1: Beginners Silks Kim Charnock 12

OPTION 2: Intermediate/Adv Rope Claire Crook 12

12.30-2pm OPTION 1: Intermediate/Adv Silks Kim Charnock 12

OPTION 2: Beginners Rope Claire Crook 12

2-2.30pm LUNCH

2.30-4pm OPTION 1: Acrobalance Israel Costa 12

2.30-4pm OPTION 2: Doubles Trapeze Kim Charnock 12

4-5pm Intensive Stretch Kim Charnock n/a

SATURDAY 11TH APRIL 2015

Time Session Choices Teacher No. of spaces

10-11am OPTION 1: Conditioning Kim Charnock n/a

OPTION 2: Ashhtanga Yoga Rebecca Hannah n/a

11-12.30pm OPTION 1: Wall Walking (Harness Lab) Kim Charnock FULL

OPTION 2: Beginners Silks Claire Crook 12

OPTION 3: Intermediate Trapeze Israel Costa 12

12.30-2pm OPTION 1: Wall Walking (Harness Lab) Kim Charnock FULL

OPTION 2: Mixed Ability Rope Claire Crook 12

OPTION 3: Beginners Trapeze Israel Costa 12

2-2.30pm LUNCH

2.30-4pm OPTION 1: Acrobalance Israel Costa FULL

2.30-4pm

OPTION 2: Intermediate/Adv Silks (Beginner 

option available in this class) Kim Charnock 15

4-5pm Intensive Stretch Kim Charnock n/a
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SUNDAY 12TH APRIL 2015

Time Session Choices Teacher No. of spaces

10-11am OPTION 1: Conditioning Kim Charnock n/a

OPTION 2: Ashhtanga Yoga Rebecca Hannah n/a

11-1pm Mixed Ability Aerial Straps Christian Hunt whole group

1-2pm LUNCH

2-4pm Mixed Ability Aerial Straps Christian Hunt whole group

4-5pm Intensive Stretch Kim Charnock n/a

CLASS DETAILS
Conditioning

Yoga

Beginner Silks

An energetic and athletic form of yoga perfect for aerial warm up. Led by Thai trained Ashhtanga Vinyasa

Yoga teacher, Becki Hannah, this warm up session helps build the best of strength, stamina and flexibility. A

perfect start to a hard working day. 

An intensive conditioning warm up, getting all major muscle groups warm and providing a combination of

strength and stretch based techniques. This session provides core focused exercises to get that core working

in the morning as well as working through major muscle groups that facilitate narrow and middle splits. Led

by Kim Charnock, a strong experienced aerialist, base and physical practitioner, conditioning will ensure you

are warm, bendy and ready to work. 

Delivered specifically for complete beginners and novices, this session looks at climbing, basic poses and

drops allowing you to get a feel for the fabric and understand the basics of silks principal. Led by Kim

Charnock, an experienced silks performer and teacher, Kim has experience in touring circus performance

and teaching all abilities and ages. She is a skilled teacher with a focus on technique to help you understand

your position in the air, how you move around the fabric and getting comfortable wth height. The session

allows you to learn close to the ground before taking it up higher and participants are free to work at a

height they feel comfortable. 
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Beginner Rope

Intermediate/Adv Silks

Intermediate/Adv Rope

Beginners Trapeze

Intermediate Trapeze

Doubles Trapeze

Delivered specifically for complete beginners and novices, this session looks at climbing, basic poses and

drops allowing you to get a feel for the rope and understand the basics of rope principal. Delivered by Claire

Crook, a highly experienced circus performer specialising in Corde Lisse (rope) and part of the group of

artists running Victoria Works in Sheffield, Claire will get you working in the air and understanding how and

what working on rope can do for you. 

Delivered specifically for complete beginners and novices, this session looks at ascents, basic poses and

drops allowing you to get a feel for working on the bar as well as in the ropes. Israel Costa is an experienced

trapeze performer as well as an expert in martial arts, strength and flexibility. The session will get you

working in the air with a variety of trapezes set at different heights so you can work wherever you feel

comfortable. 

In order to undetake this session you must be able to ascend comfortably through hocks and invert with

ease. Israel is an experienced trapeze performer with a strong background in teaching artists and

professional performers. The session covers more challenging techniques, ascents and rope work, as well as

transitioning. 

In order to undertake this session you must be able to climb confidently and invert with ease. Previous

experience of either silks or rope is essential. Claire Crook is an experienced rope practitoner running classes

nationally and internationally. The session covers more challenging techniques and transitions to help build

routine, style and shape. 

Suitable for beginners and intermediates this session skills both base and flyer and you do not need to sign

up with a partner. Looking at basic to more advanced techniques both underneath and above the bar as well

as sitting, standing and catcher lock base positions. Led by Kim Charnock, and experienced base and flyer in

doubles trapeze, this session covers the basics for those just starting out as well as more challenging

positions and transitions for those with experience. 

In order to undertake this session you must be able to climb confidently and invert with ease. Previous

experience of either silks or rope is essential. Kim Charnock is an experienced silks practitioner running

master classes nationally in aerial creation. The session covers more challenging techniques and transitions

as well as creative technique to get you thinking about shape, narrative and stillness. 
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Acrobalance

Aerial Straps

Intensive Stretch

COST
Any one day £60

Any two days £99

All three £139

BOOK ONLINE HERE NOW

Suitable for beginners and intermediates this session skills both bases and flyers and you don't need to sign

up with a partner. Looking at basic to more advanced techniques in lifting and throwing, balancing and

standing and lying base positions. Led by Israel Costa, an experienced base in acrobalance, this session

covers the basics for those who have never done it, as well as more challenging base and flying positions for

those with more experience. 

After a long hard day of aerial it is not only important to stretch out those muscles but also a great time to

make them longer! As the body is super warm at this point, this session will help warm you down as well as

increase your flexibility and keep you ship shape for the rest of the weekend and beyond. Led by

RoguePlay's 'Strong & Bendy' teacher; Kim Charnock, this session is appropriate for those with less flexibility

as well as those who are already nice and bendy.

This mixed ability full day workshop is suitable for those without any straps experience as well as those who

are already skilled in straps work. By wrapping strap ends around hands and wrists, you can perform poses,

twists, rolls and manoeuvers building on strength and precision. Led by Chrsitian Hunt, an experienced

straps practitioner and international circus performer, this aerial straps workshop will work through

technique, shape, conditioning and skill set, challenging each level of ability and most crucially, getting you in 

the air!

Wall Walking (Harness Lab)

This session is a mixed ability session getting you working with gri-gri, harness, rope and ascender to get you

off the ground and in the air. There is partner work involved in this workshop as well as some rep technique

to introduce a variety of wall walking positions and movements. Led by Kim Charnock, who has directed and

produced harness work for national performance, this session will also include some creative time as aerial

dancer and ground partner through contact improvisation and sequencing. 

http://www.rogueplay.co.uk/

